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Abstract

The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) spacecraft completed its second Venus gravity assist maneuver (VGA2) on 2019 December 26.

For a 20 minute interval surrounding closest approach, the PSP/FIELDS Radio Frequency Spectrometer (RFS) was set to

‘burst mode’, recording radio spectra from 1.3–19.2 MHz at sub-second cadence. We analyze this burst mode data, searching

for signatures of radio frequency EMP or ‘sferic’ emission from lightning discharges. During the burst mode interval, only 4

spectra were observed with strong impulsive signals, and all 4 could be attributed to saturation of the RFS high gain stage by

\emph{in situ} electrostatic plasma waves. These RFS measurements during VGA2 are consistent with previous non-detection

of radio frequency lightning signals from Venus.
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Key Points:14

• During the second Parker Solar Probe (PSP) Venus gravity assist, the PSP/FIELDS15

radio receiver recorded high cadence ‘burst mode’ spectra.16

• We examined the burst mode data for lightning-associated emission. No lightning17

events were observed, consistent with prior observations.18

• We can use this non-detection to place an upper limit on possible lightning emis-19

sion from Venus.20
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Abstract21

The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) spacecraft completed its second Venus gravity as-22

sist maneuver (VGA2) on 26 December 2019. For a 20 minute interval surrounding clos-23

est approach, the PSP/FIELDS Radio Frequency Spectrometer (RFS) was set to ‘burst24

mode’, recording radio spectra from 1.3–19.2 MHz at sub-second cadence. We analyze25

this burst mode data, searching for signatures of radio frequency ‘sferic’ emission from26

lightning discharges. During the burst mode interval, only 4 spectra were observed with27

strong impulsive signals, and all 4 could be attributed to saturation of the RFS high gain28

stage by in situ electrostatic plasma waves. These RFS measurements during VGA2 are29

consistent with previous non-detection of radio frequency lightning signals from Venus30

reported by Gurnett et al. (2001).31

Plain Language Summary32

The Parker Solar Probe (PSP) studies the physics of the solar wind, using an el-33

liptic solar orbit which brings it much closer to the Sun than any other spacecraft. PSP34

uses seven Venus flybys to change its orbital trajectory via gravitational assist, lower-35

ing the distance of closest solar approach after each flyby. During Venus Flyby 2 in De-36

cember 2019, the PSP radio receiver was set to a special operating mode, which is sen-37

sitive to possible lightning signals from the Venus atmosphere. During the flyby, no light-38

ning signals were detected. This is consistent with previous non-detection of Venus light-39

ning at radio frequencies reported by Gurnett et al. (2001).40

1 Introduction41

Lightning is an atmospheric electric discharge between two locations that have been42

charged to a large differential potential. In the terrestrial atmosphere, lightning occurs43

frequently (30-100 times per second worldwide) and produces a broad range of phenom-44

ena, including bright optical flashes and thunder (Dwyer & Uman, 2014). Lightning also45

generates electromagnetic whistlers, which can propagate into Earth’s magnetosphere,46

and are detectable out to several Earth radii (Záhlava et al., 2019). At radio frequen-47

cies, lightning produces strong, transient broadband emissions commonly known as ‘sfer-48

ics’ (Smith et al., 2002). Terrestrial sferics typically exhibit a f−2 power spectrum at fre-49

quencies below a few MHz, steepening to f−4 at higher frequencies (Levine & Menegh-50

ini, 1978).51

While extraterrestrial lightning has been observed at Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and52

Neptune (Aplin et al., 2020), its existence at Venus remains an open question. Lorenz53

(2018) reviewed claims of detections and nondetections of lightning at Venus, conclud-54

ing that while some type of electromagnetic activity is present (Russell et al., 2008), its55

properties are different from terrestrial lightning. During three years in orbit, Akatsuki56

did not detect optical emission due to lightning flashes (Lorenz et al., 2019). During two57

Venus flybys in 1998 and 1999, with closest approach distances of 284 and 598 km from58

the surface, the Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science instrument did not detect light-59

ning sferics (Gurnett et al., 2001).60

Although the Cassini non-detection was statistically robust, the observations were61

limited in duration to approximately 2 hours during each flyby. Therefore, the existence62

of highly intermittent lightning remains a possibility. For this reason, during the second63

Venus flyby of the Parker Solar Probe (PSP, Fox et al. (2016)), the PSP radio receiver64

employed a mode designed to measure strong impulsive signals. This Letter describes65

these observations, which are consistent with the non-detection reported by Gurnett et66

al. (2001).67
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2 FIELDS Instrumentation and Venus Observations68

The FIELDS instrument suite (Bale et al., 2016) provides electric and magnetic69

field measurements for the PSP mission. In this Letter, we present electric field data from70

the FIELDS Time Domain Sampler (TDS), Radio Frequency Spectrometer (RFS, Pulupa71

et al. (2017)), and Digital Fields Board (DFB, Malaspina et al. (2016)). These receivers72

are optimized for different phenomena, and differ in frequency range, sensitivity, and ob-73

serving modes. The DFB measures electric fields from DC to 75 kHz, and generates a74

variety of waveform and spectral data products. The TDS captures waveforms of plasma75

waves (and dust) at high cadence. TDS data products include (a) TDS waveform snap-76

shots selected by onboard algorithms, and (b) peak and RMS voltages, averaged over77

an interval of ∼7 seconds. The RFS is the highest frequency FIELDS receiver, measur-78

ing quasi-thermal noise and radio spectra from 10.5 kHz to 19.2 MHz. RFS measurements79

are detailed in the next section.80

In order to achieve a final perihelion distance below 10 solar radii, the PSP space-81

craft employs seven Venus Gravity Assist (VGA) maneuvers. Thus far, the first three82

VGA maneuvers have been successfully executed, lowering the PSP perihelion to 20 so-83

lar radii. This Letter focuses on FIELDS observations during the second gravity assist84

(VGA2), which occurred on 26 December 2019. During VGA2, the spacecraft skimmed85

the edge of the Venus bow shock, reaching a closest approach distance of ∼3000 km above86

the surface. Figure 1 shows VGA2 in Venus Solar Orbital (VSO) coordinates, with lines87

indicating the PSP trajectory and a model bow shock using parameters determined in88

Malaspina et al. (2020).89

3 RFS burst mode90

The RFS is a two channel receiver, measuring both auto and cross spectra. In its91

default mode, the RFS produces averaged spectra, in 64 logarithmically spaced bins, in92

both the Low Frequency Receiver (LFR, 10.5 kHz–1.7 MHz) and High Frequency Re-93

ceiver (HFR, 1.3–19.2 MHz) ranges. The number of individual spectra averaged together94

for a single measurement (navg) is commandable, and the measurement cadence depends95

on navg. During a typical solar encounter, navg is 80 and the RFS produces one LFR96

and one HFR averaged spectrum every 7 seconds. We will refer to this operating mode97

as ‘LFR/HFR mode’. Details of the LFR/HFR algorithms are described in Pulupa et98

al. (2017), and examples of typical RFS performance in LFR/HFR mode are described99

in Pulupa et al. (2020).100

During VGA2, RFS ‘burst mode’ was enabled to search for possible signals of light-101

ning. RFS burst mode is a special high cadence mode, designed for rapid observations102

of solar radio bursts near perihelion. Burst mode has not yet been enabled during PSP103

solar encounters, due to low solar activity during the first two years of the mission. The104

primary differences between burst mode and LFR/HFR mode are: (1) navg = 1, i.e.105

burst mode returns individual spectra, not averaged spectra; (2) burst mode cadence is106

significantly higher—during VGA2, cadence is 218 ms; and (3) burst mode is limited to107

the HFR frequency range. In both LFR/HFR and burst mode, RFS selects the gain stage108

automatically–attempting first to record high gain spectra, but returning low gain spec-109

tra if the high gain stage is saturated.110

The FIELDS suite includes four voltage sensors mounted near the PSP heat shield,111

referred to as V 1, V 2, V 3, and V 4. The two channels of the RFS receiver can each be112

configured to measure single-ended (monopole) voltage from any sensor, or differential113

(dipole) voltage between any two sensors. The V 1 − V 2 and V 3 − V 4 dipoles consist114

of two co-linear monopole antennas deployed in opposing directions. These two dipoles115

are nearly orthogonal, and the RFS “cross dipole” configuration uses V 1 − V 2 as in-116

put to one channel and V 3 − V 4 as input to the other channel.117

–3–
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PSP Venus Gravity Assist 2 (2019-12-26)
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Figure 1. VGA2 in XY (top) and XZ (bottom) VSO coordinates. PSP trajectory is indi-

cated with a dashed/solid line, with the thick solid segment indicating the interval when RFS

was in burst mode. Closest approach and RFS burst low gain events are indicated with a blue

circle and red crosses, respectively. The magenta line shows a model bow shock (Malaspina et al.,

2020).
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If terrestrial-like lightning sferics are present at Venus, they would be detectable118

by RFS in burst mode. Gurnett et al. (1991) scaled the peak electric fields reported by119

Venera (Ksanfomality et al., 1983), which are given as ∼100 µV m−1 Hz−1/2 at a frequency120

of 10 kHz and an estimated source distance of 1200-1500 km. Gurnett et al. (1991) used121

1/f2 and 1/R2 scaling in frequency and radius to estimate an amplitude of ∼4×10−15 V2 m−2 Hz−1,122

at a frequency of 1 MHz, for lightning observations during the Galileo Venus flyby on123

10 February 1990. During the Galileo flyby, radio observations were performed at dis-124

tances of ∼24,000-30,000 km. During PSP VGA2, burst mode was enabled at distances125

of ∼3,000-11,500 km. At these distances, a similar scaling yields estimates of power spec-126

tral density of ∼2×10−14 to ∼4×10−13 V2 m−2 Hz−1 at ∼1 MHz, well above the RFS127

noise level. We note that for this estimate we have used a nominal effective length of 1128

m for the FIELDS dipoles.129

The integration time for a single burst mode spectrum is 0.853 ms, and the cadence130

is 218 ms, for a duty cycle of 0.4%. If Venus lightning occurred at similar rates to ter-131

restrial lightning, the rate of flashes would be ∼100 per second. RFS burst mode was132

implemented for 20 minutes, and for approximately half of this interval, the night side133

of Venus was visible to PSP. On the night side, the density of the ionosphere is lower,134

allowing radio waves with frequencies of ∼1 MHz to escape the atmosphere. On the day135

side, radio signals can also escape, but the ionospheric cutoff is higher, at several MHz136

(Brace & Kliore, 1991). Under the assumption that lightning occurrence on Venus is sim-137

ilar to Earth, we might expect to observe138

10 minutes × 100
events

second
× 0.4% ≈ 240 events. (1)

While the PSP mission does not include an Earth flyby, flybys of Earth using in-139

struments with similar sensitivity have observed many lightning signals (Gurnett et al.,140

2001). From these comparisons and the above calculations, it is reasonable to claim that141

RFS observations during VGA2 have adequate sensitivity, time resolution, and duration142

to detect signals of terrestrial-like lightning on Venus.143

However, we note that the occurrence rate of Venus lightning could also differ sig-144

nificantly from Earth. Using ground-based optical measurements, Hansell et al. (1995)145

estimated a rate of 0.02 events/million km2-hr, ∼1/3.5×104 lower than the rate at Earth.146

Should lightning on Venus occur at these significantly lower rates, it would be unlikely147

that RFS would observe an event during a flyby.148

4 Results149

During VGA2, the RFS inputs were in cross dipole configuration, and burst mode150

was enabled from 18:04:05 to 18:24:12 UTC. During this interval, 5506 burst mode spec-151

tra were recorded in high gain and 4 in low gain. The four low gain spectra are signa-152

tures of brief, high amplitude signals. However, they are unlikely to be lightning-related153

for two reasons: (1) there is no frequency structure similar to the f−2 and f−4 power154

laws observed in terrestrial sferics, and (2) they occur simultaneously with strong in situ155

plasma waves, pointing to saturation of the RFS high gain stage by these waves as a more156

likely origin. The times of low gain spectra are indicated in Figure 1 with red crosses.157

All four low gain spectra were recorded close to shock crossings, which occur at approx-158

imately 18:07 and 18:14 UTC.159

Figure 2 shows a section of the burst interval near 18:08 UTC, when three of the160

four low gain spectra were observed. Figure 2a shows the gain state for the RFS burst161

mode. Figure 2b shows power spectral density (PSD) from the V 1 − V 2 dipole, aver-162

aged over a range of frequencies from 5.0 to 6.8 MHz. Figure 2c shows a spectrogram163

of V 1 − V 2 data, covering the full frequency range of RFS burst mode observations.164

–5–
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Figure 2. FIELDS measurements during VGA2. (a) Gain indicator for RFS burst mode. (b)

RFS burst mode data from V 1 − V 2, averaged over 5.0-6.8 MHz. (c) Spectrogram of RFS burst

mode data. (d) DFB spectra from V 1 − V 2. (e) TDS waveform RMS measurements, for the V 1

and V 2 monopoles.

–6–
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Figure 2d shows DFB AC-coupled spectra from the V 1–V 2 dipole. The duty cy-165

cle of the DFB AC spectra is 12.5%, and the cadence is 874 ms. Figure 2e shows TDS166

data, with measurements from the V 1 and V 2 monopoles shown in black and red, re-167

spectively. The RMS values measured by TDS and averaged over 7 second intervals (with168

100% duty cycle) are shown with solid lines. TDS also captures high amplitude wave-169

form snapshots, sampled at a rate of 1.92 MSa/s, with a duration of 17 ms. An onboard170

algorithm, optimized for identification of intense plasma waves, selects the “best” wave-171

forms for downlink. RMS values of these selected waveforms are indicated by crosses.172

Due to the differing duty cycles and observing configurations among the three re-173

ceivers, it is not possible to identify a one-to-one correspondence between RFS low gain174

spectra and specific plasma waves observed by DFB and TDS. However, Figure 2 does175

indicate that RFS low gain observations correspond to periods of strong waves. The TDS176

7 second data show that the RMS amplitude in V 1 and V 2 is enhanced near the RFS177

low gain measurements. The DFB spectra demonstrate that this enhancement corresponds178

to plasma waves in the kHz to ∼10 kHz frequency range. Individual TDS waveform cap-179

tures show that high amplitude waves are measured near each of the three low gain mea-180

surements shown in Figure 2.181

Although the plasma waves measured by DFB and TDS are lower in frequency than182

the lowest RFS burst mode frequency (1.3 MHz), a sufficiently high amplitude plasma183

wave can saturate the RFS high gain stage, causing the RFS to return a low gain spec-184

trum. This is consistent with observations from PSP Encounter 4, where RFS (in LFR/HFR185

mode) switched to low gain when exceptionally high amplitude plasma waves were ob-186

served near perihelion.187

RFS Burst Average Spectra

PSP Venus Gravity Assist 2 (2019-12-26)
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Figure 3. Averaged RFS burst mode spectra during VGA2. Blue and red lines indicate V 1 −
V 2 and V 3 − V 4 dipole measurements, respectively.
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Figure 3 shows averaged RFS burst mode spectra. Data from V 1−V 2 and V 3−188

V 4 are shown in blue and red, respectively. The high gain spectra, with typical PSD val-189

ues of ∼ 4×10−17 V2/Hz, are consistent with quiet time solar wind measurements, where190

the primary signal is the galactic synchrotron spectrum. A nominal background, con-191

sisting of the galactic spectrum measured by Novaco and Brown (1978) and a constant192

term of 2.1×10−17 V2/Hz (approximate RFS receiver noise in the HFR frequency range)193

is plotted in Figure 3 with a dashed line. The dashed line and the measured spectra are194

comparable. The small differences between the measurements and background are due195

to several effects not taken into account here, including frequency-dependent antenna196

effective length, anisotropic galactic emission (Manning & Dulk, 2001), and occultation197

of the galaxy by Venus during VGA2.198

The low gain RFS measurements have a higher background level, consistent with199

the measured PSD of ∼ 2×10−16 V2/Hz. The noisier low gain spectra in Figure 2 re-200

flect the smaller number of measurements included in the average. For both high and201

low gain spectra, a rise in PSD above ∼16 MHz is due to aliased power from above the202

RFS Nyquist frequency of 19.2 MHz. Lines in the upper left indicate spectral slopes con-203

sistent with the f−2 and f−4 power laws characteristic of terrestrial lightning. No such204

frequency structure is seen in any spectrum during the RFS burst mode interval.205

Figure 4. Threshold for detection of lightning by the RFS receiver at distances comparable

to PSP VGA2 closest approach. The vertical histogram of data shows terrestrial lightning events

observed during the Cassini–Earth flyby, rescaled to the RFS integration time. Histogram from

Gurnett et al. (2001) adapted by permission from Springer Nature.

In the absence of a lightning detection, it is possible to estimate an upper limit on206

lightning discharge events, based on the sensitivity and integration time of the RFS re-207

ceiver. Our estimate is based on the method presented in Gurnett et al. (2001) and Gurnett208

et al. (2010), which describes non-detection of lightning at Mars using the MARSIS radar209

receiver. These studies defined the detection threshold in units of energy spectral den-210

sity per discharge (Joules Hz−1). These units are appropriate for the impulsive charac-211

ter of lightning events, and are also normalized to remove the effect of source to space-212

craft distance.213

–8–
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We use 3σ as a threshold for event detection, where σ is the noise fluctuation level214

in the burst spectra. Over the RFS burst mode frequency range, σ ≈ 2.5×10−17V2/m2/Hz,215

using an effective length of 1 m. 5506 spectra were observed during the burst mode in-216

terval, not counting low gain measurements associated with plasma waves. The observed217

distribution is modeled well by a Gaussian, so ∼10 individual observations at any given218

frequency will lie above the 3σ threshold. However, we expect lightning emission to be219

broadband, so valid signals will exhibit increased amplitude in several consecutive fre-220

quencies. If we set a criterion of a 3σ increase in a minimum of 3 consecutive frequen-221

cies to consider a spectrum a candidate for lightning detection, the likelihood of a sin-222

gle spectrum rising above the threshold is extremely small (∼ .1%). During the burst223

mode interval, none of the 5506 high gain spectra satisfied this criterion.224

The 3σ threshold for detection expressed in J/Hz is given by 3σ/Z0×tint×4πR2,225

where Z0 is the impedance of free space, tint is the 0.853 ms integration time, and R is226

the distance from the source to the spacecraft. Figure 4 shows the results of the thresh-227

old calculation for RFS observations during VGA2. For comparison, Figure 4 also shows228

a histogram of terrestrial lightning amplitude, adapted from Gurnett et al. (2001). The229

histogram has been scaled to the RFS receiver integration time, via the same scaling method230

used for MARSIS data in Gurnett et al. (2010). At closest approach, RFS is sensitive231

to events ∼200 times smaller than typical terrestrial lightning.232

Our results demonstrate non-detection for terrestrial-like lightning at Venus. How-233

ever, if lightning on Venus occurs at a much lower rate than on Earth, as suggested by234

Hansell et al. (1995), a single flyby interval with a duration of tens of minutes may not235

contain a single event. Lightning discharges with different amplitudes or time scales than236

those observed on Earth could also go undetected. Figure 5 presents one scenario, com-237

paring a typical terrestrial-like lightning spectrum (Levine & Meneghini, 1978) with a238

‘slow discharge’ spectrum. At several MHz, the PSD of the terrestrial-like spectrum is239

∼200 times the sensitivity of the RFS receiver during VGA2, consistent with the descrip-240

tion above. The slow discharge spectrum in Figure 5 represents an event with the same241

amount of transferred charge, but a discharge rate slower by a factor of 10. Thus the peak242

spectral density is unchanged, but peak frequency is shifted by 10. The slow discharge243

lies well below the RFS sensitivity, by a factor of ∼50. Figure 5 illustrates only one spe-244

cific scenario—other differences from terrestrial-like conditions, such as decreased total245

charge, could also result in non-detection.246

Figure 5. Possible effects of a slow discharge lightning scenario. While a typical terrestrial-

like discharge event is well above the RFS detection threshold, an event differing only by the

discharge rate could lie below the threshold.
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5 Summary and Conclusions247

During PSP VGA2, the RFS receiver employed its rapid cadence burst mode, in248

an effort to detect possible radio frequency lightning signatures. No such signatures were249

detected. Near the bow shock, several high amplitude burst mode spectra were observed,250

however, the lack of power law frequency structure and concurrent high amplitude mea-251

surements at lower frequencies indicate plasma waves, not lightning, as a likely source.252

Our non-detection result agrees with the Cassini flyby non-detection, and adds sup-253

port to the conclusion (Lorenz, 2018) that electromagnetic activity observed at Venus254

does not resemble terrestrial lightning—in particular, that whistler mode waves observed255

at Venus (Russell et al., 2008) are not associated with radio signals comparable to emis-256

sions observed at Earth.257

The PSP mission has completed three VGA maneuvers. Four more are planned,258

including the seventh and final VGA in 2024, with a closest approach <400 km from the259

surface. Although future encounters may enable more sensitive searches for lightning,260

there are tradeoffs to enabling RFS burst mode to perform an additional test. With the261

current flight software, burst mode is limited to the HFR range (1.3–19.2 MHz), with262

no measurements in the LFR range (10.5 kHz–1.7 MHz). This limitation is significant,263

as VGA3 observations indicate that LFR measurements near the Venus ionosphere are264

of considerable scientific interest.265
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